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Abstract
Exclusive dealing arrangements, in which a distributor contracts to work
exclusively with a single manufacturer, can be efficiency enhancing or they
can be an anticompetitive means to foreclose markets. This paper eval-
uates the effect of exclusive distribution arrangements on competition in
the Chicago beer market in 1994. A diagnostic test is provided to judge
whether exclusive arrangements between brewers and their distributors lead
to foreclosure. To implement this test I estimate a model of consumer de-
mand and firm behavior that incorporates industry details and allows for
distribution through exclusive and shared channels. The test indicates that
foreclosure effects are not present in this market, suggesting that the most
likely effect of intervention would be to reduce social welfare.
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1 Introduction
This paper considers exclusive dealing agreements between manufacturers and dis-
tributors. These agreements stop the distributor selling the products of the manufac-
turer’s rivals. Such agreements raise antitrust concerns, since they may restrict the
access of upstream rivals to distributors. Rivals may be foreclosed from the market
altogether or, more commonly, forced to use higher cost, or less effective, methods to
bring their products to market. In either case, competition can be reduced through
either reducing the number of manufacturers serving the market or by artificially
raising the costs of some manufacturers.
In contrast to these anti-competitive effects, it is frequently argued that exclusive
dealing agreements help a firm organize their distribution more efficiently. In such
cases, where these agreements result in cost reduction or some other efficiency divi-
dend, antitrust concerns may be unfounded.
This paper formulates and implements a test for foreclosure using non-proprietary
data on prices and shares. Foreclosure is considered in both the sense of forcing
competitors to use higher cost distribution channels, and also in the sense of forcing
competitors to use distributors who are less effective at promotion. The results suggest
that, at least in the beer market, concerns about foreclosure are unfounded.
The American beer industry is dominated by a few large brewers. During 1994, the
period of analysis, Anheuser Busch was the largest brewer nationally, followed by
Miller, Coors, Stroh, Heileman and Pabst. Anheuser Busch produced 45% of the
beer shipped in the USA, Miller produced 22%, Coors, 10%, Stroh 6%, Heileman
5% and Pabst 4%. Imported beers, treated together, accounted for about 5% of the
market.2
In 1997, the US Department of Justice began an investigation into distribution prac-
tices in the industry.3 During this time Anheuser Busch was engaged in a campaign to
increase their number of exclusive distributors. This campaign, dubbed “100% Share
of Mind” by the company, offered distributors extended credit, increased marketing
support and other incentives for going exclusive.4 This drive for more exclusive dis-
tributors raised antitrust concerns about exclusive dealing. Paraphrasing, Section 3
of the Clayton Act provides that an exclusive contract for the provision of goods that
substantially lessens competition between upstream firms is in breach of the law.
2Perhaps unsurprisingly, the beer industry has had a long history of involvement with antitrust
authorities. See Tremblay (1993) and Klein and Murphy (1988) for a discussion.
3This investigation was reported widely in the business press. See, for example, Canedy (1997)
and Chicago Sun-Times (1997)
4See Lenderman (1997), Butler (1997) and Stokes (1997) for more details. Sherwood (2000)
provides an interesting account of the industry at this time. The Anheuser Busch Annual Reports
for 1998 and 1999 reveal that in 1997 40% of A-B beer was sold through exclusive distributors; by
1999 this had risen to 60%.
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This paper asks whether the use of exclusive distributors lessens competition by fore-
closing distribution channels that might otherwise be available to competing brewers.
The new data set used in this study is a detailed description of the Greater Chicago
distribution networks of 12 beer brewers. This is merged with data on the sales of beer
from a major Chicago supermarket chain. These demand data include information
about the price paid by the chain and the price paid by consumers for the units of
beer sold. Combining these sources results in a rich data set that allows the sale of
beer to be tracked right up through the vertical chain.
The analysis proceeds in several steps. First, demand estimates are obtained. Then
an industry model is used with the demand estimates to compute markups. These
markups are combined with the price to retail to back out the costs to the brewer
and distributor. These estimated costs are then compared to see whether exclusivity
agreements lead to cost-based foreclosure. The demand estimates are used to examine
the incidence of promotion-based foreclosure.
The bulk of the existing literature on exclusive dealing is theoretical. Theoretical
work on exclusive dealing has investigated justifications for, and the consequences
of, exclusionary contracts. The literature is best organised in terms of the offered
justifications, which can be grouped into foreclosure, spillover and incentive stories.
Salop and Scheffman (1983), Comanor and Frech (1985), Schwartz (1987), Mathewson
and Winter (1987), Rasmusen et al (1991) and Bernheim and Whinston (1998) all
provide models that describe the incentives for a manufacturer to engage in exclusive
dealing in order to foreclose rivals from the market. The essence of all these papers
is that a firm can gain from an exclusive dealing contract by forcing competitors
to use higher cost distributors or by completely foreclosing them from the market.
Besanko and Perry (1993) and Segal and Whinston (2000) provide models where
investment spillovers can encourage firms to engage in exclusive dealing. They show
that exclusive dealing arrangements can provide an incentive for firms to invest more
in their distributors. Marvel (1982) and Ornstein (1989) make similar, informal,
arguments. Bernheim and Whinston also provide a model that shows that exclusive
dealing can solve incentive problems between manufacturers and shared distributors.
This gives a reason why we might expect to see exclusive distributors providing better
service. Prat and Rustichini (2003), Klein and Murphy (1988) and Martimort (1996)
provide related models.5
A number of empirical papers exist which are related to this study. Sass (2002) uses
a detailed survey of the cost structure of 391 beer distributors to present evidence
that exclusive dealing increases the productivity of the sales and promotional effort
of distributors. Sass argues that these productivity increases are most likely due to
incentives put in place by brewers. Chipty (2001) examines foreclosure in the context
of integration between programming and distribution in the cable television industry.
She finds evidence in support of foreclosure, in the sense that integrated operators
5In the Klein and Murphy model incentives are provided by the threat of contractual termination
rather than via incentive contracts.
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have less externally produced programming. The study here differs from Chipty’s in
that it focuses on promotional and cost side impacts of any possible foreclosure effect.
Using a related approach to this paper, Brenkers and Verboven (2002) evaluate the
welfare impacts of enhanced competition between car dealers due to the removal of ex-
clusive territories and exclusive distribution agreements in the European car market.
They proceed by estimating demand and then running experiments based on different
scenarios describing the price setting behaviour of dealers and manufacturers. These
experiments benefit from sanity checks afforded by limited data on average dealer
markups at the country level. Due to much finer data on distribution arrangements,
the study in this paper is able to delve deeper into the specific effects of particular
vertical arrangements.
Villas-Boas (2005a,b) and Bonnet et al (2004) use inferred costs (derived using similar
methods to those used here) to test different hypotheses about the interaction of
supermarkets and manufacturers. Whereas in their markets the method of interaction
is unknown, in this study information from interviewing beer distributors and the
regulator is used to model this interaction. In this sense, this paper is different in
that the mode of conduct in the vertical market is observed. A similar approach,
using some of the same data as in this paper, is also used by Hellerstein (2006) to
invesigate exchange rate pass through for beer.
A feature of the beer industry in many states, including Illinois, is the regulatory
requirement that exclusive sales territories be assigned to distributors. This is used
in this paper to track products up the vertical chain and determine the nature of
interaction between distributors. Sass and Saurman (1996), Culbertson and Bradford
(1991) and Jordan and Jaffe (1987), all examine the effects of exclusive territories on
beer prices. They find that the use of territories have a positive effect on price, while
Sass and Saurman also conclude that the territories enhance the provision of dealer
services.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the structure
of the Chicago beer market. Section 3 provides an overview of the model used to
provide structure to the data, then describes the empirical implementation of this
model. Section 4 describes the data set. Section 5 discusses the empirical results,
including the demand estimates and the testing of both the promotional and cost-side
promotional hypotheses. Finally, Section 6 offers some concluding remarks.
2 The Chicago Beer Market
Two Illinois state statutes provide the basis for the regulatory structure which governs
the sale of beer in Illinois. 6 This legislation provides the basis for a three-tiered
vertical market structure, with the tiers being brewer, distributor and retailer. A
member of one tier is prohibited from operating in another tier. Under the legislation
6The Liquor Control Act of 1934 (235 ILCS 5/.) and The Beer Industry Fair Trading Act (815
ILCS 720/.)
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the brewer has to supply their beer to one or more distributors who are in turn
responsible for distributing the beer to retailers.
A distribtor must be given a distribution territory by the brewer. Within this ter-
ritory the distrbutor has the exclusive distribution rights for the brands asigned to
them. These territories must be registered with the Liquor Control Commission. The
standard practice is that territories be contiguous geographic areas commonly bor-
dered by major roads or county boundaries, although brewers are free to configure
them as they wish.
Within this three-tier structure the market works as follows. Brewers produce the
product and deliver it to the distributor. The distributor buys the beer at a flat rate
from the brewer and then sells it on to retailers within their territory. Figure 1 shows
a stylized example of the way the three-tier system works.
Insert figure 1 here
The brewer has varying degrees of input into the wholesale price charged by the
distributor to retailer. When dealing with a large supermarket chain, a sales rep-
resentative from the brewer will arrive at a wholesale price for the chain with the
chain’s buyer. Distributors are then expected to supply at that price.7 Discussions
with distributors indicated that they had little or no freedom to negotiate another
price; as far as they were concerned they had to take the price as given. The demand
and price data used in this study is taken from the Dominick’s Finer Foods (DFF)
supermarket chain. Since this is a large chain, this data allows us to test the claim
that the price to retail is fixed by the brewer. This institutional structure is confirmed
in the data - less than 2% of observations at the UPC level have the price to retail
varying across distributors serving Dominick’s Finer Foods.8
Distributors also have a promotional role. While brewers take care of national and
regional advertising campaigns, distributors are responsible for point of sale (POS)
promotion and advertising. Distributors supply POS materials to retailers and coor-
dinate other promotional activity at the retail outlet.9
The laws regulating the Illinois beer industry make it easy to identify the vertical
structure of this market. Elsewhere, the vertical structure is an artifact of individ-
ual distribution contracts which are very hard to observe. Here, the registration of
exclusive territories makes the vertical structure observable and the laws give a clear
basis for the interpretation of the nature of competition at the distributor level. The
territory records provide a way to map from a beer sale in a particular store, to
7While resale price maintenance is prohibited explicitly by the Beer Industry Fair Trading Act
(sections 5(3) and 2(A)(i)), this practice does not appear to invite legal sanction.
8Universal Product Codes (UPCs) are the bar codes found on most products.
9The provision of distributor promotional service is seen as very important by all brewers; so
important that Anheuser-Busch and Miller initiated legal proceedings against each other in 1998
over contractual clauses they alleged interfered with each others’ products (see Stamborski 1998 and
Bloomberg News 1998).
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the distributor who provided the beer and then to the brewer. This feature of the
regulatory environment enables much of the following analysis to proceed.
3 The Foreclosure Tests, the Industry Model and
its Empirical Implementation
To investigate the potential impact of exclusive dealing arrangements on the beer
industry in Chicago I propose an industry model and then use this model to estimate
demand and then cost parameters. The model provides the environment in which
the tests for foreclosure can be implemented. Rather than jumping straight into this
model, I first describe how the foreclosure tests work. I then describe the model,
which is used to take the analysis to the point where these foreclosure tests can be
implemented.
Although the data are described fully in section 4, it will be useful to have in mind
the following facts. The demand data contain UPC level observations for 73 beer
brands drawn from 71 Dominick’s Finer Foods (DFF) stores spread through Greater
Chicago, in 24 weeks. Pricing by DFF is done at a chain-wide level. Moving up the
vertical chain, 12 brewers use 42 distributors to serve DFF, averaging 6 distributors
each. I observe the price to the consumer and the price to retail for each product.
3.1 The Foreclosure Tests
3.1.1 Concept
This paper examines foreclosure arising from competitors being unable to gain access
to low cost distributors and also from competitors being unable to gain access to those
distributors that provide better promotional services. In both cases we are concerned
about distributors with desirable characteristics being foreclosed. In what follows this
characteristic is assumed to be low cost distribution, however the logic remains the
same when promotional aptitude is considered.
The test considers two types of market; those with a distributor to whom access is re-
stricted by an exclusive arrangement with a brewer: and markets without a distributor
restricted by an exclusive arrangement. If the distribution of potential distribution
costs in these markets were the same then, if the foreclosure hypothesis were correct,
the presence of an exclusive arrangement would mean that, for those brewers that
never use exclusive distributors, this distribution of costs would be truncated from
the left. That is, an exclusive arrangement would prohibit competitors from getting
access to the distributors in the low cost tail of the distribution. The effect of this
would be that, in expectation, distribution costs for the set of potentially foreclosed
brewers should be higher in markets that have access to a distributor restricted by
an exclusive arrangement.
Of course, if exclusivity arrangements are being used to protect investments then
this pattern would not necessarily be expected. It is easy to imagine a setting in
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which the initial state of distributors is the same and exclusive distributors, via some
investments, are made more cost effective. In this setting there would be no difference
between the two types of markets in terms of the distribution costs for competitors.
The test is designed to pick up whether foreclosure effects are present. This is distinct
from diagnosing whether they were intended. It may be that exclusivity arrangements
are being used to protect spillovers and the distributors selected to be exclusive are
also from the low cost tail of the distribution. An implication of this would likely
be foreclosure, in the sense of competitors having higher costs in exclusive markets.
In such instances the social benefit of exclusive practices would be ambiguous since
the added incentive for investment may or may not compensate for the distortion in
competitors costs.
Insert figure 2 here
The central problem of formulating a test for foreclosure is in the lack of understanding
of the structure on equilibrium in distribution chains with and without and exclusive
dealer. Because of this the test offered here is not “necessary”. This is illustrated in
Figure 2. Figure 2 shows two markets in equilibrium. In both markets the brewer
marked by the grey circle is matched to the low cost distributor (distrbutor 1). In
market 2 this relationship is exclusive. The equilibirum allocation of brewers to
distributors in market 1 results in the average cost of distribution being c∗ for brewers
other than the grey brewer. In market 2, the configuration of brewers and distributors
changes so that all other brewers use distributor 2. In market 2, despite on brewer
being forclosed, the average distribution cost has decreased from c∗ to c2. Despite
forclosure occuring in this market, the change in equilibrium configurations will result
in this not being detected by the proposed test. The cases that will prove problematic
for the test, as made clear by the example in Figure 2, are where one brewer is
excluded but equilibrium reallocations of distributors actually benefit other brewers
in a substantial way. In these cases it may even be that the social welfare effect is
positive overall. Thus the cases where the test may falsely reject the hypothesis of
foreclosure are likely to those that are less important from the perspective of policy.
Having laid out the basis for the test I now turn to questions of implementation.
3.1.2 Implementation
Implementation of the concept underlying the test is aided by the structure of the
data. In the Chicago beer market all Anheuser Busch distributors are exclusive,
half the Miller distributors are exclusive and all other brewers are using shared dis-
tributors. This means that the treatment effect of exclusivity of Anheuser Busch is
constant across the region, while there is variation in Miller.
In running the test each store is taken to be a distinct market. The test compares
the cost to brewers, other than Anheuser Busch and Miller, of serving a market with
a Miller exclusive to the cost of serving markets without a Miller exclusive. If the
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cost of serving a market with a Miller exclusive is higher then this can be taken to
be indicative of either foreclosure or some other market specific effect correlated with
the exclusivity of Miller distributors. To untangle these effects the Anheuser Busch
distributors are used as a control group to pick up market specific effects. That is,
the cost effect for Anheuser Busch of being in a market with a Miller exclusive is
measured and this is taken to be the market effect. This inferred market effect is
then used to normalize the measured effect on the potentially foreclosed brewers.
This implementation requires two important conditions: First, that the second and
higher-order moments of the distribution of potential distribution costs are invariant
across markets; And second, that the access of Anheuser Busch to distribution is
not affected by the presence of a Miller exclusive. This second condition is satisfied if
Anheuser Busch were to get first pick of the distributors. If Anheuser Busch is affected
by the presence of a Miller exclusive this would mean that the market specific effect
may have a positive bias, presuming that the more likely effect would be that the
presence of a Miller exclusive would make access harder. However, given Anheuser
Busch always chooses to be exclusive it is hard to imagine how the exclusivity or
otherwise of another distributor would affect them.10
Implementation of this foreclosure test requires cost information. Cost information is
highly sensitive commercial data and is unavailable here. To combat this issue what
I do here is use the industry model outlined below to infer cost data from price and
quantity data.
When foreclosure of promotionally adept distributors is examined the test is run in
a similar way. Instead of comparing costs in different markets, the demand effect of
facing a Miller exclusive is the variable of interest. If facing a Miller exclusive has a
negative impact on the performance of products from potentially foreclosed brewers
then we have some basis for being concerned about foreclosure.
To begin with the test outlined above is implemented using the demand data. I
examine the effect of facing a Miller exclusive on demand, using Anheuser Busch as
a control group to manage any market specific effects.
An identification problem emerges when considering running the test in this way.
There are at least three different reasons why product performance may be lower
in markets with a Miller exclusive: first, there may be some market specific effect,
such a strong dislike for beer in these markets; second, the Miller exclusives may be
better at promotion, causing people to substitute away from other brands; third, the
promotional aptitude of other brewers distributors may be lower due to foreclosure
effects. The third effect is of interest here. In the basic form of the test the Anheuser
Busch control group is being relied on to control for the first two effects. Since cross-
product substitution effects are likely to be different for different products this is
especially unsatisfactory for dealing with the second effect. With this in mind, a
reformulated version of the test is also run.
10One possible way it might affect Anheuser Busch is if it changed the "order" of who picked
distributors when.
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Distributors who do business for the potentially foreclosed brewers are divided into
three classes. The first class comprises those distributors who never serve a market
with a Miller exclusive. The second class comprises those distributors who serve
some markets with a Miller exclusive and some markets without. The third class
comprises those distributors who only serve a markets with a Miller exclusive. In
implementing the test I compare distributors in classes two and three in markets
where Miller is exclusive. Distributors in class two are used in markets where Miller
is not exclusive. This means that they are selected even when the market is not
potentially foreclosed. Thus, under a foreclosure hypothesis, distributors in class two
should be more promotionally adept than distributors in class 3. By comparing these
two groups of distributors in markets with Miller exclusives the first two reasons
(outlined above) why product performance may be lower in markets with a Miller
exclusive are controlled and the third reason, that the promotional aptitude of other
brewers distributors may be lower, can be evaluated.
One condition that is required for this implementation of the test is that class two
distributors do not substitute promotional activity away from markets with a Miller
exclusive toward those markets without a Miller exclusive. This would lead us to
be biased toward rejecting foreclosure to often. A sense of the importance of this
condition can be gleaned from the data, and will be discussed with the results.
3.2 The Industry Model
The purpose of the industry model is to provide a framework for analysis of the data,
so that the tests outlined above can be implemented. When examining cost-based
foreclosure the cost data needs to be inferred from pricing decisions and shares. This is
due to the fact that actual cost data is unavailable due to its commercial sensitivity.
The model outlined below allows this inference to be made. The investigation of
promotion-based foreclosure utilizes a demand system which is part of the empirical
industry model.
The proposed model divides the industry into its three tiers: retailers, distributors and
brewers. Products are taken to be horizontally differentiated, with consumers having
different preferences for different products. The retailer (Dominick’s Finer Foods)
sets the price paid by consumers, taking into account the cross-price elasticities with
all the products they stock, the price they pay at wholesale and their other costs.
Further, when they set a price for a product they set a chain-wide price. That is, for
a given product, price across different stores does not vary.
The brewer sets the price paid by the retailer and the price paid by the distributor.
In this sense, the brewers’ pricing decision is modeled in the same way as resale
price maintenance is modeled in standard double marginalization models. When the
brewer sets prices they take into account their costs, a participation constraint for
the distributor, the cross-price elasticities with other products they produce and the
impact of the price paid by the retailer on the ultimate price paid by the consumer.
In this model the retailer is assumed to be a monopolist while the brewer is taken to
be an oligopolist.
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Insert figure 3 here
The timing of the model is set out in Figure 3. Brewers move first, taking into account
the impact of the prices they set on the prices subsequently set by the retailer. The
retailer sets the price paid by consumers after the brewers have set wholesale prices.
The model is a dynamic game of complete information, solved by application of the
equilibrium concept of subgame perfection. As is standard in these games I use
backward induction to find equilibria.
The retailer solves the following problem when choosing the retail price11
max
pcj
X
k
X
j
¡
pcj − prj − cr
¢
[Mksjk (pc, x|θ)] (1)
Where pcj (prj) is the price to consumers (retailers) of product j at store k, cr captures
store level marginal costs, Mk is the market size for store k and sjk (pc, x|θ) is the
share of product j at store k which is a function of consumer prices, other product
characteristics and model parameters. Solving this problem gives the following first-
order condition for each product lX
k
Mk
Ã
slk (pc, x|θ) +
X
m
∂smk (pc, x|θ)
∂pcl
(pcm − prm − cr)
!
= 0 ∀l (2)
The brewer solves the following price setting problem:
Πb = max
pr,pd
X
j∈Bb
X
k
¡
pdjd(k) − cbj
¢
Mksjk (3)
subject to prj −
¡
cdjd(k) + r
d
jd(k)
¢
− pdjd(k) = 0 ∀d (k)
Where pdjd(k) is the price paid by the distributor who serves store k for product j, B
b
is the set of products made by the brewer and cbj represents the costs of of production
of the brewer. The term
³
cdjd(k) + r
d
jd(k)
´
catches the per unit cost of distribution
internalized by the brewer. A component of this is the cost of the physical distribution
process, cdjd(k), while the rest are any quasi-rents that may have to be transferred to the
distributor per unit distributed, rdjd(k). This r
d
jd(k) may be a result of some bargaining
process or transfers used to induce particular actions. In any case,
³
cdjd(k) + r
d
jd(k)
´
summarizes the markup on pdjd(k) received by the distributor, which is treated as a
cost term when the brewer is setting the optimal level of prj .
The first-order condition for expression (3) is
∂Πb
∂pj
=
X
k
Mksjk +
X
l∈Bb
X
k
¡
prl −
£
cdjd(k) + r
d
jd(k)
¤
− cdl
¢
Mk
X
m
∂slk
∂pcm
∂pcm
∂prj
= 0 ∀j ∈ Bb
(4)
11The retailer pricing problem is used in two ways. First, the theoretical structure is important
for computing the markup on the price to retail (and the weights on distributor cost variables).
Second, it is estimated as a robustness check on the demand system.
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It is important to note the essentially passive role of the distributor in this model.
While it seems reasonable to assume distributors choose a service level to direct
toward each brand they service, taking as given the margin they earn on the brand,
I assume that the potential range in service chosen by an individual distributor will
not have sufficient impact on chain-wide brand performance to affect brewers’ pricing
decisions. That is, I am assuming the brewer sets price to maximize profits without
considering the response of the distributors’ effort and its effect on demand.12 This
assumption is made to ease the computational burden in estimation.13
3.3 Econometric Implementation
Estimation of the model proceeds in two steps. First, a demand system is estimated
using the scanner data from Dominick’s Finer Foods (DFF). These demand estimates
are then combined with the industry model to impute the markups at the retail and
the wholesale levels (recall that we observe the price paid by the retailer). The second
stage takes the observed prices paid by the retailer and backs out the costs using the
estimated markups from the first stage. Then, the impact of various cost drivers are
investigated. In what follows I discuss elements of each step in turn.
3.3.1 Demand
Beer is a differentiated product. Hence, any demand model used must be able to
handle product differentiation. Two demandmodels are estimated. The first, the logit
model, is nested in the second, the random coefficients logit model as implemented by
Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995) (BLP hereafter). Nevo (2000) and BLP provide
a detailed overview of the mechanics of these models.
The convenience of the logit model for estimation is offset by the restrictions the
specification places on the resulting demand function. The most unattractive aspect
of the model is that cross-price effects become solely a function of product shares.
The resulting substitution matrix is thus flawed, to the extent that consumers in the
market substitute more readily between products that are ‘closer’ in the characteristic
space. The random coefficients logit model (BLP) relaxes these restrictions.
12This is distinct from ignoring distributors’ impacts on brand performance altogether. When
demand is estimated the large size of the data set allows brand dummy variables to be interacted
with distributor dummies. This incorporates the mean level of service provision by each distributor
on each brand into the estimated product characteristics. When markups are calculated the precise
level of service provision for each store and week is incorporated into the estimated utility of the
consumer (in the ‘deltas’, or the non-interacted component of utility). Hence, the only substantive
assumption is on the brewers’ pricing decision.
13The assumption is on the derivative of effort w.r.t. distributors’ markup times the derivative of
demand w.r.t. effort. Since both these effects are likely to small at the margin, their product is likely
to be very small. The extra layer of complexity required to relax this assumption would increase the
computational complexity by several orders of magnitude, making estimation impractical.
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The basic specification of the utility function giving rise to demand is given by
Uijkt = xjβi − αipcjt + ξjkt + εijkt
where εij’s capture idiosyncratic tastes that are assumed to be distributed according
to a gumbel (extreme value type 1 (maximum)) distribution. Following BLP and
Nevo (1998) the random coefficients, [αi, βi] are functions of demographic variables
taken from census information (denoted Di) and unknown consumer characteristics
υi. Thus [αi, βi] are given by
[αi, βi] = [α, β] + ΓDi +Υυi
Di takes an empirical distribution implied by market level demographic data. υi are
assumed to be distributed N(0, I). The matrices Γ and Υ contain the parameter
values to be estimated. Γ contains the parameters on interactions between demo-
graphic variables and product characteristics. Υ contains a lower triangular matrix
that represents a cholesky decomposition of the variance-covariance matrix of the
υi’s.14
The model is completed by the inclusion of a good, denoted good zero, which captures
all the outside goods. As is standard in the discrete choice demand literature I assume
that consumers purchase only one unit during an observed week.15
If [αi,βi] = [α,β] then we have the familiar logit model, which can be transformed to
give the following estimating equation
ln sj − ln so = xjβ − αpcj + ξj (5)
where so is the share of the outside good. In the more general model a contraction
mapping theorem is used to extract the unobserved terms, ξj allowing moments to
be formed for estimation (see BLP for details).
In these data, price is likely to be correlated with unobservable characteristics known
to consumers and price setters, but not the econometrician. As a first step to solve
this problem distributor-brand dummies are included in the demand specification.
These dummies pick up any time invariant unobservable common at the distributor-
brand level. Together with variables for packaging, this takes care of time invariant
unobservables at the product level. Variables that capture in-store promotional ac-
tivity and seasonal effects will capture some time variant effects. However, in these
data there is still concern about short run unobservables like promotional activity
at the national or regional level, changes in shelf placement, unobserved packaging
changes, community events and so on. This means that a set of instruments in place
14If the [αi, βi] coefficients are not dependent on the individual factors (that is [αi, βi] = [α, β])
then the model is just the GMM implementation of the familiar logit model (Mcfadden (1974)).
15Here, and throughout the paper, I use heteroskedasticity robust standard errors. The weight
matrix used in these regressions is the two stage least squares weight. These weights are efficient
weights if the error is spherical, if this is not true then these weights are not efficient. Given the
large sample size this is unlikely to be a significant problem.
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of price is desirable for consistent parameter estimates. In this study lagged and lead
mean prices for the brand are used as instruments for each product. The lag and
lead is four and eight weeks. These instruments are similar in spirit to those used by
Hausman et al (1994) and Nevo (2000a) & (2001), the difference here being that cost
shocks are assumed to be shared across time rather than across geographic markets.16
The instruments are valid to the extent that time variant demand unobservables at
the retail level have a short duration of effect, while underlying cost changes are more
persistent.
In the BLP (as opposed to logit) demand model, price needs to be interacted with
demographic data (so as to form the αik). The demographic data used here are
household income and age taken from the 1990 census. The characteristics were
matched to the zip code of each store to create the appropriate set of demographics
for each observation.17
3.3.2 Distributor and Brewer Costs
An objective of this paper is to measure any cost differences between markets that
may be foreclosed and those that are not. To do this I take the markup, computed
from earlier demand estimates, away from the price to retail, leaving costs, and then
investigate the determinants of cost variation between different brewer-distributor
combinations. The two econometric issues are to correctly instrument for an endoge-
niety problem that arises from the fact each brewer has to take into account the costs
of several distributors in making each pricing decision and, secondly, to construct the
standard errors of the second stage estimates, taking into account variance introduced
from the use of first stage coefficient estimates.
The first-order condition in equation (4) summarizes the economic problem of the
brewer. To use this first-order condition I need ∂slk∂pcm which is available from the demand
system. I also need ∂p
c
m
∂prj
. This is derived from the retailer’s first-order condition using
the implicit function rule.
To set one price for the chain the brewer must take into account the different costs
of servicing each store of the chain. Since each distributor is serving only a subset
of stores in the DFF chain, when the brewer sets the price for the chain, the costs
of several different distributors must be taken into account, according to the demand
conditions in the individual markets they serve. Pricing equations for upstream firms
dealing with chains will usually have this form, since the chains tend to buy at the
same price across stores. Thus the measurement issues confronted here will be found
in industries other than the beer industry.
16Recall that, since products are priced on a chainwide basis, we have only one market (in the
sense of Hausman et al, or Nevo) at any point in time.
17Where a store stood on the boundary of a zip code it was assumed customers where drawn from
each zip code with equal probability. To aid in sampling in the simulation estimator the income
data were fitted to a lognormal distribution and the age data to a gamma distribution, following the
methodology used in BLP.
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To recover costs as a linear function of the markup and price we need to invert the
system of equations (4). A difficulty is introduced in this context by the introduction
of distributor costs.18 Since
³
cdjd(k) + r
d
jd(k)
´
in equation (4) is a market specific vari-
able we cannot “pop” it out cleanly in the same way as a chain wide variable can be
recovered. This can be seen if we rewrite equation (4) as follows:
X
k
Mksjk +
X
l∈Bb
¡
prl − cbl
¢ "X
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m
∂slk
∂pcm
∂pcm
∂prj
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cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
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| {z }
part 3
= 0 ∀j ∈ Bb
which, letting the ijth element of Gk =
P
m
∂sjk
∂pcm
∂pcm
∂pri
,can be rendered in matrix nota-
tion as
B+ [
P
k Mk (Gk •Π)]
¡
p− cb
¢
−
X
k
£
Mk (Gk •Π)
£
cdd(k) + r
d
d(k)
¤¤
| {z }
part 3
= 0 (6)
where − [(
P
k MkGk) •Π]−1B gives the markups on the prices to retail. The Π term
is a J-by-J accounting matrix that makes sure that only the set l ∈ Bb is considered
in the first-order condition ( • is used to denote element-by-element multiplication of
matrices).19 The inclusion of the cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k) terms in the summation over k in part
3 of equation (6) is the problem. Were this cdld(k)+r
d
ld(k) able to be factored out of the
summation we would be able to include it in the (p− c) vector in the second part of
the equation.20
Rearranging equation (6) gives the estimating equation for a specific product j
pj − μj(x, θ, ξ) = αcbj + β
X
k
Wkj(x, θ, ξ)
£
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
¤
+ εj (7)
where
Wk(x, θ, ξ) = [
P
k Mk (Gk •Π)]−1Mk (Gk •Π)1[J×1]
These weights capture the marginal importance to each product of the stores served
by each distributor. μj(x, θ, ξ) is the markup on the price to retail.
The concern is that the inclusion of the ∂slk∂pcm
∂pcm
∂prj
terms in the regressor,
P
kWkj(x, θ, ξ)(c
d
jk+
rdld(k)), will give rise to an endogeniety problem (prices should be correlated with cost
18There is also a minor issue arsing from the fact that the price in the demand equation is price
per 12oz. I have to trivially adjust equation (4) to model the brewer as choosing a per 12oz price,
if the demand estimates are to inform the estimation. Thus estimated costs etc are per 12oz.
19All vectors are column vectors, unless otherwise noted.
20Note that [A •Π] =Pk Mk (Gk •Π)
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unobservables and so functions of prices are likely to be as well). Since ∂slk∂pcm
∂pcm
∂prj
is
only a function of demand level parameters21, we are worried about endogeniety here
if a cost unobservable is feeding through to the price to the consumer (as would be
expected if firms are profit maximizing) or, more generally, if the cost unobservable is
correlated with the level of the utility derived from the product. An example would
be the hypothetical ‘Green Beer’ which differs from ordinary beer only in its colour
(which is unobserved). If it costs more to produce green beer, but people like to drink
it (say on special occasions like St. Patrick’s Day), then we would expect ∂slk∂pcm
∂pcm
∂prj
to
be correlated with the cost unobservable associated with green beer, since the slk
would be correlated with the cost unobservable.
Consider a scenario where the ∂slk∂pcm
∂pcm
∂prj
terms are such that those stores served by
distributors with high
h
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
terms are also ones measured as having higher
marginal importance (higher weights) for the costly, but popular, ‘green beer’.22 Then
this story would lead to a positive bias in the estimates of β.23 ,24
Happily, I can deal with this problem using appropriate instruments. In this instance
the
h
cdd(k) + r
d
d(k)
i
terms give us potential instrumental variables, which, by construc-
tion, are correlated with the endogenous regressor but orthogonal to the error.
The last issue to confront is making the adjustments for the two step estimation
procedure being adopted here. The empirical strategy requires preliminary estimates
of demand as an input into the estimation of costs. The difficulty in implementing
the cost estimator in this context is that it is being done as the second step in a two
step process. This has no impact on the consistency of results but, since the estimator
turns out not to be adaptive, will affect the standard error estimates. Thus the fact
that estimated parameters are being used in this second step needs to be directly
incorporated into the estimates of the variance-covariance matrix. The method for
making this adjustment is discussed in Wooldridge (2002).
4 Data Description
The Chicago Distribution System The new data set introduced in this paper
documents the exclusive sales territories of 12 brewers’ distributors in Illinois in 1994.
21To see this note that ∂slk∂pcm is already available from the work on retailer costs and
∂pcm
∂prj
is
recoverable without using data on pr.
22Say the
h
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
term was an exclusive dummy. This might occur due to exclusive
distributors providing relatively better support for more expensive brands, or due to some territory
specific component of peoples preferences.
23This is distinct from the
h
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
terms being correlated with unobserved costs. Consider
a story where all products go through all the distributors. Unobserved product cost is uncorrelated
with distributor characteristics,
h
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
, but the weights will still be correlated.
24Exploration of this issue with simulated data found that it was easy to find parameter settings
under which the bias was large enough to be economically significant.
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These 12 brewers comprises all of the major domestic brewers and most of the major
imported brands. It also includes some smaller brewers. The selection of brewers
provides a sample covering of over 90% of the beer sold through the Dominick’s Finer
Foods supermarket chain, the source of the demand data used in this study.
Data on exclusive sales territories is collected by the Illinois Liquor Control Commis-
sion. Brewers are required to keep an up-to-date register of the sales territories of
their distributors with the Commission. These registration documents must specify
the relevant brands, the precise geographic area covered by the territory and the time
period of the distribution agreement.25
Insert figure 4 here
Figure 4 shows the result of the data collection process. For each brewer we can draw
a map of the territories of their distributors. The maps in Figure 4 are stylized for
ease of illustration. Each square corresponds to a page in the Rand-McNally street
directory (3.5 x 4.5 miles). Shaded squares indicate the presence of at least one
Dominick’s Finer Foods supermarket. Comparing the territories of the three brewers
illustrates the variation in territory configuration across brewers (note that none of
the distributors are shared between these brewers).
An examination of Figure 4 and the underlying data is quite informative. The fol-
lowing stylized facts quickly emerge:
• Different brewers do not divide Chicago into the same territories;
• The sales territories for a single distributor serving two brewers tend not to
overlap perfectly;
• Different brewers use different numbers of distributors; and
• Territories tend to remain the same over the course of several years.
It is worth noting some caveats on the territory data. The files from which the data
were drawn occasionally had missing documents. In most cases this problem was able
to be overcome since, given territories are contiguous, the territory for a distributor
will be defined by the boundaries of the neighboring distributors (recall territories may
not overlap). This feature of the data, together with the complete lists of distributors
serving a brewer contained in the files, meant that the territory of the problematic
25The availability of these data was made possible by the generosity of the Commission in allowing
access to their archives and their patience with questions about how the data were organized. The
data exist in hard copy form in Illinois.
The data supplied by the brewers is often far more detailed than is required, at times even
including the complete text of the distribution agreements. To an economist, these contracts tend
to be remarkably vague documents. However, it is interesting to note that where they are most
precise is in describing the data collection and data sharing responsibilities of the distributor. Actual
performance benchmarks and targets tend to be qualitative at best.
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distributor could be described. However, in two instances the files had too many
missing documents to enable the recovery of all the territories for a brewer’s brands.
In these instances the brewer was dropped (this resulted in Heineken and Guinness,
both major imported brands, being omitted from the sample).
Information on the presence of exclusive dealing arrangements was collected by talking
to industry insiders and comparing various industry sources. It is accepted in the
Chicago industry that there are three different distribution “systems” in the city: the
Anheuser Busch system, which is completely exclusive; the Miller system, which is
somewhat exclusive; and the “all others system” which is a catch-all for distributors
who are not in the Anheuser Busch or Miller systems. Table 1 contains information
on the relationships between the 42 distributors in the data and the 12 brewers. Table
1 shows which distributors deal for which brewers and also whether the relationship
is exclusive (indicated by a shaded rectangle). The Barton and Heilman distributors
who are indicated as being exclusive are marked this way as, according to the data,
the are only serving one brewer. This is distinct from having an exclusive arrangement
with the brewer. Since there is no corroborative evidence to suggest that there was
an exclusive arrangement between these distributors and the brewers, they are not
considered as being party to such an arrangement.26
Insert table 1 here
Demand Data from Dominick’s
Demand data is drawn from the Dominick’s Finer Foods data set collected by
the Chicago GSB Marketing Department.27 This is a data set that provides weekly
scanner data on consumer purchases at stores in the Dominick’s chain across a wide
range of products. This study uses data on beer sales during 1994, drawn from this,
much larger, data set.
Dominick’s Finer Foods is the second biggest supermarket chain in greater Chicago
(Jewel being the biggest), having around a 20% market share, depending on the year
and source (Hoch et al (1994)).28
For each beer, the data provide a considerable amount of information. The brand,
store and week are recorded, together with the price at which the beer was sold to
consumers. When promotional activity occurs this is also recorded.29 Lastly, the
26Indeed, examination of the available data on distributor characteristics suggest that several of
these distributors as highly likely to be lemons, in the sense of being very poor quality.
27This data set is avaliable online at http://gsbwww.uchicago.edu/research/mkt/Databases/DFF/DFF.html
28The importance of Dominick’s to individual distributors varies. Using reported revenues from
the 1994 Beverage Marketing Directory, the Dominicks stores make up around 3% of the business
of the average distributor of Anheuser Busch or Miller products. This number varies however, the
maximum is around 10% and the minimum less than 1%. Since revenue is self-reported and recorded
in ranges the numbers are only indicative at best.
29The documentation supporting the DFF data comment that this variable may fail to report
some promotions. There is no way of telling whether this is a problem in the data used here.
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data records the average prices paid by the retailer for their inventory of each beer.30
Thus, the this aquisition price and the true economic cost may be slightly different.
In the data this average aquisition cost (or price to retail) varies across stores by
less than 1c/ for 98% of UPCs. 76% of UPCs show no variation. The remaining
22% is accounted for by the way DFF computes the cost of inventory (Dominick’s
reports the average acquisition cost of inventory. Hence, where stores are running
through inventory at slightly different rates we would expect slightly different average
acquisition costs). Given the legal requirements that beer distributors sell only to
stores in their territory, this pattern of wholesale price indicates that the brewer is
coordinating the price to retail across distributors. As noted earlier this confirms
the anecdotal evidence collected from distributors. This institutional feature is an
important aspect of the model used in this study.
The same analysis on the price to consumers suggests that DFF sets prices centrally,
although with more variation in prices across stores at the UPC level as compared to
the price to retail. Once again this is incorporated into the model.
The data on beer are provided at the UPC level, by store, by week. This results in a
very large data set. Organising the data requires drawing a balance between the size
of the data set and the desire to use the actual transaction prices paid by consumers
rather than resorting to some weighted average measure of price. To do this a product
is defined as a set of observations where the brand, serving size, price to consumer,
week, store and promotional status are the same.
The price to retail is not required to be the same. Across stores, this can vary
slightly due to stores going through inventory at slightly different rates (refer back
to the earlier discussion). For each product the price to retail is a quantity weighted
average. However, as the earlier discussion suggests, these averages are over prices
that very similar.31 Due to the cost of inventory issue, this averaging procedure will
always be required, regardless of how the data is organised.
Table 2 provides some descriptive statistics of the demand data. The data contain
138213 observations, where an observation is the weekly purchases of a product (as
defined above), in a store, in a week. The data are drawn from 71 stores spread across
greater Chicago (see Figure 4 for some indication of the geographical distribution).
73 brands of beer are used, which together account for over 91% of the beer sold at
Dominick’s stores in 1994. Overall Dominick’s sells in excess of 3 million gallons of
beer each year. These 73 brands are drawn from 12 brewers, listed (together with
their distributor allocations) in Table 1.
Insert table 2 here
30Beer distributors vistit major accounts like Dominicks several times per week, so it is likely that
the impact of this averaging of the price paid by the retailer is minimal. In particular, contaimination
from aquistions made in previous weeks should be small.
31Differences, where they occur, are usually at the 3rd or 4th decimal place. That is, tenths or
hundredths of a cent, when price is quoted as per 12oz.
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Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of the price paid by the consumer for a 12oz serve
of beer (equivalent to a bottle). The mean price is 60c/ with a large standard deviation
(17c/). The minimum price per bottle in the data is 19.8c/ and the maximum price is
$2.97. Table 3 also shows corresponding statistics for the price paid by the retailer.
Mean price to retail per 12oz is 50c/ with a standard deviation of 13.5c/. The minimum
price to retail is 15.3c/ and the maximum is $1.11. These statistics suggest an average
retail markup (ignoring shelf costs) of 10c per bottle, a conclusion bourne out by
closer examination of the data. The mean difference between price to retail and the
price paid by consumers per bottle is 9.7c/, with a maximum of $2.49 and a minimum
of -34c/, reflecting a sale. Promotional activity is quite common in this data set with
just under 1
3
of all observations being recorded as a sale item.
The data provides information on the total number of customers visiting the store
for each week, in about 2
3
of cases. This is used as the market size where available.
Where this is not available the number of customers visiting the store is forecast
from regressions done on those stores where these data is available. The regressions
are run using an OLS specification, with population, median age, median household
income and a constant as regressors. The demographic data are for the surrounding
zip code taken from the 1990 census. These regressions are done for each week, so
week specific fixed effects (due to holidays, for instance) are taken into account by
the constant. The standard approach in demand estimation has been to make an a
priori assumption about the geographical market size and then infer the population
size using the assumption and census data.32 Given the richness of the information
in this data set, this paper departs from the traditional approach and lets the data
guide the market size.33
Once the size of the market has been set, shares can be calculated from the data on
quantity. Here, an assumption is made; that consumers buy only one unit of beer,
where a unit is defined as at the UPC level. That is, I assume that if I see a six
pack of Bud sold then that was the only beer the consumer bought. This assumption
allows shares for each product to be calculated as the number of units sold divided by
the market size. To make everything add up to one, an outside option is introduced
with collects all those consumers who chose not to buy any beer. Table 2 shows the
average share of a product to be 0.05% with a standard deviation of 0.09%. The
smallest share is 0.003% and the largest is 3.7%.
Data on beers’ alcohol by volume (ABV) and calories per 12oz, was collected from
industry publications from around the time of the study (Brewing Matters (1995)
and (1996)) or by contacting brewers directly. Table 2 shows that the average ABV
among the brands in this sample is 4.4%, while the average amount of calories per
12oz is 130.
32See BLP (1996), Nevo (1997) and (2000), Mortimer (2003) and Villas Boas (2002), for a few
examples of this approach.
33That said, there is still an implicit assumption that if the price of a brand goes down this will
not cause people to go to the supermarket, who otherwise would not have. Chintagunta et al (2002),
provide evidence in support of this assumption in the DFF data
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5 Empirical Results
5.1 Demand
Several different demand specifications are considered in this study, all nested in the
BLP framework considered above. These estimated demand systems are identified
from variation in products’ shares due to variation in the composition of charac-
teristics available across the different choice sets. In the simple logit specification
(equation 5) the impact of a products characteristics on its own and other products’
shares is captured by the ln sj − ln so term that makes up the left-hand-side of the
estimating equation. In the full BLP specification the relationship is algebraically
more complex, but similar in flavor. As described in section 3.3, identification of the
price coefficients is aided by the use of instruments and distributor brand dummies.
Hence, the component of price variation used for identification here is within-brand
and within-distributor-territory variation.
As a starting point, the logit specification, which lacks interactions, was run. This
specification has several attractions. First, it is simple. Second, it provides a useful
comparison for the full model with interactions. The problem with the logit model
is that it generates potentially unrealistic substitution patterns. Thus, running a
full BLP style specification with interactions between individual characteristics and
product characteristics is likely to be informative, if for no other reason than as a
robustness check on the appropriateness of the logit specification.
Insert table 3 here
Table 3 contains the results from the logit demand models. In the OLS specification
(specification A) the estimated price coefficient is -4.64, whereas when instruments
are used for price (specification B) the estimated coefficient on price is -6.51. This
estimate corresponds to a price elasticity for beer of around 3.4, depending on the beer,
store and week. The results indicate that instrumenting for price has a significant
impact on the coefficient estimate, correcting for the expected positive bias in the
price coefficient. The effect of a promotion, independent of the price effect is found
to be small in the instrumented logit case, being equivalent to a five cent drop in the
price of a six pack of beer. The coefficients on serving size and serving size squared
suggest that the smaller size units are preferred in the relevant region (six packs are
preferred to cases).3435
Table 3 also provides demand estimates for BLP demand models. These models allow
for consumer heterogeneity through random coefficients. The first specification, C,
34Here, and throughout the paper, I use heteroskedasticity robust standard errors. The weight
matrix used in these regressions is the two stage least squares weight. These weights are efficient
weights if the error is spherical, if this is not true then these weights are not efficient. Given the
large sample size this is unlikely to be a significant problem.
35Joint estimation of the demand system with the retailer’s pricing equation was also examined.
For the logit specification this did not change the demand estimates in any significant fashion.
Estimation with BLP was only feasible after over 80% of the data was discarded, due to the excessive
time needed to compute markups at each iteration. As a results the estimates were not particularly
informative.
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allows the coefficient on price and a constant (interpreted as the value of the outside
option) to vary with the inverse of income. The inverse of income was used since
as income gets larger we would expect the importance of price to decrease; this
functional form seems a natural way to incorporate this. Thus the price coefficient
is
³
α+ βyi
´
where α = −6.59, β = 0.29 and yi is household income divided by 2500.
For a consumer with annual household income of $10,000 this corresponds to a price
coefficient of −6.51. As income increases, the coefficient converges to −6.59. This
implies that income does not change a consumer’s sensitivity to price very much. At
the same time the value of the outside option is decreasing with income, although
the magnitude of this effect is very small. In a joint test, the null hypothesis that the
coefficients on the interacted terms are zero is unable to be rejected at any reasonable
significance level, implying that the logit model cannot be rejected. This is also the
case for specification D, which uses randomness generated from a normal distribution,
capturing unknown sources of consumer heterogeneity.36
Since specifications C and D are unable to reject the logit specification of demand,
and the magnitude of the impact of consumer heterogeneity implied by these specifi-
cations is small, I proceed with the logit model of demand with instruments for price
(specification B) in the rest of this paper.
5.2 Testing for Foreclosure
5.2.1 Foreclosure in Promotional Aptitude
To begin to investigate the possibility of foreclosure in promotional aptitude the stan-
dard test was run, as described in Section 3.1. This test compares the demand effect
of facing a Miller exclusive to the demand effect of not facing a Miller exclusive, using
Anheuser Busch as a control group to manage any market specific effects. The results
of this test are contained in specification A of Table 4. The basic demand specification
used above is also used here, except that instead of using brand-distributor dummies
only brand dummies are used. There are two variables of interest, ‘“Foreclosed”
Stores - Potentially Foreclosed’, which is a dummy for when a potentially foreclosed
brewer’s distributor faces a Miller exclusive, and ‘“Foreclosed” Stores - AB’ which is
a dummy for an Anheuser Busch distributor in the same position (the control group).
The estimates indicate that both Anheuser Busch and potential foreclosed brewers
seem to get better product performance in markets where Miller is exclusive. Further,
there appears to be no significant difference between the magnitudes of this effect.
On this basis, there appears to be no evidence of foreclosure.
As discussed in Section 3.1, an identification problem arises when running the test in
this way. In the basic form of the test the Anheuser Busch control group is being relied
on to control for the market specific demand shifters and the effect of a (potentially)
more active Miller distributor. Since cross-product substitution effects are likely to
36Chi-Squared statistics for the joint test of the null that the coeffiecients are zero are 0.0050715
for specificatiom D and 1.9542 for specification C.
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be different for different products this may be unsatisfactory for dealing with this
second effect. With this in mind, a reformulated version of the test is also run.
This reformulated test compares product performance when serviced by a distributor
who is used in markets where Miller is exclusive and also where Miller is not exclu-
sive (class two distributors) to product performance when serviced by a distributor
who only services markets where Miller is exclusive (class three distributors). Per-
formance is compared across the two types of distributors in markets where Miller is
exclusive. This holds constant market specific effects that may be correlated with the
Miller distributor being exclusive and the impact of a more active (exclusive) Miller
distributor.
Insert table 4 here
Table 4 shows the results of this form of the test. The variable of interest is denoted
‘All Exclusive Markets’. This variable is a dummy for a product serviced by a class
three distributor. If the coefficient on this dummy is negative then evidence consis-
tent with foreclosure exists. In specification B, which is the test as described above,
the coefficient on ‘All Exclusive Markets’ is strongly positive, rejecting the conclusion
that foreclosure in promotional aptitude is present in this market. Indeed, the mag-
nitude of the coefficient suggests that the class three distributors are providing extra
promotional service equivalent to a 3.5c/ price reduction on a bottle of beer.
A possible concern in this analysis is that class two distributors may be switching
promotional effort away from their exclusive markets toward their non-exclusive ones.
To see whether this might be an issue specification C was run. Specification C includes
all the markets that class two distributors service, not just those in which Miller is
exclusive. If the this substitution in effort were a problem it might be expected
that the coefficient on ‘All Exclusive Markets’ would be smaller. Instead it gets
larger, both in absolute size and in terms of the equivalent price reduction of the
extra promotional benefit provided by the class three distributors. This result is
interpreted as suggesting that a substitution effect is not likely to be distorting the
conclusion.
5.2.2 Foreclosure in Costs
Before delving straight into the test for foreclosure in terms of distribution costs it is
useful to examine data that might allow us to reject the hypothesis more easily.
One way to cast doubt on the hypothesis is to compare the production technologies
of exclusive and non-exclusive distributors. If the foreclosure hypothesis, or an in-
vestment type theory, were correct we would expect to be able to see differences in
the production technologies used by each type of distributor. An investment story
(e.g. Besanko and Perry 1993) would suggest that these differences were a function
of better investment by brewers, while a foreclosure story would suggest that these
differences are a function of innate distributor characteristics.
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While ideal data is not available for a full econometric treatment of this issue, some
data does exist which is informative about the characteristics of distributors in Greater
Chicago. Figures 5 and 6 show the number of employees and the number of trucks
that Anheuser Busch and Miller distributors have, compared to other distributors.
The data are drawn from the 1994 Beverage Marketing Directory, which contains
survey data collected in the middle and later part of 1993. The data are collected as
ranges, with respondents asked to tick the bin into which they fall. Thus, the data
contain a noisy view of the industry.37
Insert figures 5 and 6 here
Despite this, the data paint an interesting picture. 50% of Anheuser Busch distribu-
tors have between 30 and 39 employees, this being the modal response for this group.
Other distributors are less homogenous in terms of their numbers of employees. This
same pattern, of greater homogeneity in Anheuser Busch distributors as compared to
other distributors is also present in the trucks data. This pattern is maintained when
the sample is extended to include all the distributors in the state of Illinois.
This relative homogeneity in the labor and capital used by Anheuser Busch (and
to a lesser extent Miller) distributors seems consistent with both foreclosure and
investment type theories of why lower cost distributors are more likely to be exclusive.
Having examined these data, it remains to test for foreclosure in costs. To do this I use
the industry model and the demand system to infer costs, as described in section 3.
Then I project these inferred costs down onto cost drivers using equation (7) . Recall
that to implement the test, I define each store as a market. If the store is served by an
exclusive Miller distributor then it is classed as a market with an exclusive distributor.
These markets are allocated a dummy which is applied to product observations from
brewers other than Anheuser Busch or Miller. These dummies form part of theh
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
terms in equation (7). In the specification, costs, being price to retail
minus markup, are projected onto product and brewer characteristics and a dummy
for when there is an exclusive distributor in the market.38 This last variable is called
“‘Foreclosed” Stores’. If the coefficient on this variable is negative then the costs of
distributors who serve brewers who never use an exclusive distributor are lower in
markets where there is an exclusive distributor, rejecting the foreclosure argument.
37The distributor details collected from the ILCC registration documents were matched to dis-
tributors in the directory. For some distributors this was difficult due to the existence of different
business names. It is also possible that missing distributors did not respond to the Beverage Mar-
keting Directories survey. Unfortunately 5 of the 42 distributors where unmatched, 2 of which were
Anheuser-Busch distributors.
38This dummy is only applied to brewers that never use an exclusive distributor - the estimation
is done on only those brewers who might be foreclosed (thus estimation is done within the set
of potentially foreclosed brewers). The “dummies” are really sums of dummies, as required by
the aggregation process discussed in section 5.3 and equation (7). The instruments used for the
resulting weighted sum are is the proportion of stores stocking the product with an exclusive Miller
distributor.
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Identification of the coefficient on the dummies that comprise the
h
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
terms is a challenge. The problem is due to the fact that a brewer, when they make
their pricing decision, is taking into account the costs of several different distributors.
Some of these distributors are in exclusive markets, while others are in non-exclusive
markets. There are two potential sources of identification of the impact of different
distributor types. The first takes advantage of the fact that different brewers and
brands have different exposure to exclusive and non-exclusive markets. This is due
to variation in stocking decisions and also variation in the relative importance of the
different types of markets due to, for example, consumer preferences. This type of
variation relies heavily on the instrument on the
P
kWkj(x, θ, ξ)
h
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
term
in equation (7) being orthogonal to any unobserved product characteristic. Thus,
controlling for product characteristics is especially important.
The second source of identification comes from within-product variation across time
in the importance of the two types of distributors (those in exclusive markets versus
those in non-exclusive markets). This source of identification seeks to exploit demand
shock hitting different parts of the distribution chain differentially. A simple example
might be that if a football game is occurring in a region dominated by exclusive
markets, we might expect to see the relative importance of distributors servicing
exclusive markets increase. This would mean that the costs of distribution through
these distributors would be more strongly reflected in the pricing decisions of the
brewer for that week.
Thus identification can be thought of as coming from some combination of across-
and within-brand sources.
The remaining issue in identification is the nature of the instrument used on theP
k Wkj(x, θ, ξ)
h
cdld(k) + r
d
ld(k)
i
term in equation (7). The instrument is the propor-
tion of stores that a product is stocked at that are served by a Miller exclusive. A
sufficient condition for the validity of the instrument is that the stocking decision be
independent of whether the store is exclusive or not.
Insert table 5 here
The results in Table 5 show the estimates from projecting costs down onto various cost
drivers. The coefficients on the “‘Foreclosed” Stores’ terms are of primary interest as
they capture differences in distribution costs in the two types of markets. The rest of
the specification captures product-specific cost drivers. The constant (per unit/SKU)
term is controlling for differences in serving size (e.g. 6 packs vs 12 packs). Light,
Ice, NA (for non-alcoholic) and Import are dummies for different types of beer. ABV
(alcohol by volume) and Calories are two important beer characteristics that reflect
different production processes and ingredient mixes. Lastly, specifications 1 and 2
include brewer dummies, while specifications 3 and 4 include brand dummies. These
variables are intended to capture any returns to scale or other brewer (or brand)
specific cost characteristics that might be present.
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In specification 1 (with no instruments) the estimated coefficient on the “‘Foreclosed”
Stores - Potentially Foreclosed’ term is 0.011. This suggests that in markets with a
Miller exclusive the potentially foreclosed brewers have distribution costs that are on
average 1c/ higher than in markets where Miller is not exclusive. Specification 2 shows
the impact of instruments on the coefficient estimate on the “‘Foreclosed” Stores -
Potentially Foreclosed’ term. The estimate changes to 0.0007, which is not signifi-
cantly different from zero. To evaluate the effect of market specific cost variables, this
is compared to the coefficient on “‘Foreclosed” Stores - AB’ which captures the effect
on Anheuser Busch’s costs of serving an exclusive market. The results do not indicate
that there is evidence of foreclosure, instead it appears that the potentially foreclosed
brewers have relatively lower costs in exclusive markets than their Anheuser Busch
counterparts.
The results in specifications 1 and 2 use both the across- and within-brand sources of
identification. This may be problematic as we might expect higher cost brands to be
higher quality and better able to compete in markets where Miller is exclusive, hence
more likely to be placed in these markets. If this were the case then the instrument
used here may not be orthogonal to the unobserved cost terms, leading to a positive
bias in the estimates. To control for these effects the specification was re-run replacing
all the brand specific variables with a full set of brand dummies. Thus only the second,
within-brand source of identification is exploited.
Specifications 3 and 4 shows the results. In specification 4 (with instruments) the
“‘Foreclosed” Stores’ coefficient for the potentially foreclosed brewers changes to -
0.009, while the coefficient for Anheuser Busch changes to -.006. Taking the difference
between these two estimates and testing the hypothesis that this is not different from
zero, suggests that, for the potentially foreclosed brewers, the cost advantage from
serving markets with a Miller exclusive is attributable to differences in market specific
effects and not reflecting any underlying cost difference at the distributor level. Thus,
the hypothesis of foreclosure in costs remains rejected by the test.
6 Concluding Remarks
This paper has provided evidence that the use of exclusive distributors in the beer
industry should not lead to concerns about foreclosure, at least in metropolitan mar-
kets.
An issue left in the background by this paper is the influence of scale on the structure
of distribution. It would be expected that distributors have considerable fixed costs
to cover, in addition to their marginal costs. In discussions with distributors, rent
of premises and insurance were stated as significant costs that might be considered
fixed. If fixed costs are considerable, then having an exclusive distributor would be
more attractive to brewers that can provide a large market share.
Such a story has interesting implications. If any cost advantage from exclusivity is
due to foreclosure effects, then fixed costs and accompanying returns to scale would
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help preserve foreclosure by discouraging new distributors from entering the market.39
New entrants would have to cover potentially high fixed costs, and to do this may
need to persuade several of the smaller brewers to break their existing distribution
agreements and switch. Thus, entry by talented, low cost, distributors would be
impeded.
In the more likely event that exclusive distributors attract higher investment levels,
then scale is likely to be even more important in restricting access to any cost ad-
vantages. If a smaller brewer cannot provide the scale to support a distributor by
themselves then they will be forced to share, removing incentives to invest in lowering
the marginal costs of distribution.
Both these stories suggest that the next step in understanding the organizational
structure of distribution in this market is to get estimates of fixed costs and better
data on the contractual durations and obligations of distributors. This would be
a first step to unpacking questions of how distributors and brewers match up. To
properly understand the impact of specific interventions by a regulatory authority,
modelling this matching process would be important.
Lastly, more work on the methods of identifying different reasons for using exclusive
distributors would be extremely useful. Here I am able to reject foreclosure effects in
a simple test, however it would be interesting to confront the investment hypothesis
with a similar test. This would likely require data over a longer time period and
over several distinct markets, so as to observe cross-market and -time variation in
the structure of distribution. More detail on distributor inputs to production would
also be helpful. It is also likely that some theoretical work would be required to
nest different models within the same broad framework, so as to facilitate empirical
evaluation.
While many interesting issues remain to be investigated in this industry, this paper
makes a preliminary step in establishing that exclusive distributors are not foreclos-
ing smaller brewers in this market, implying antitrust intervention is not warranted.
Developing identification strategies for the exact motivation for using exclusive dis-
tributors and studying the matching process behind the choice of distributor is left
for future research.
39See Rasmusen et al (1991) for a related theoretical discussion.
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Figure 1
Distributor D1 Distributor D2
Distributor D3
Brewer B1 Brewer B3
Territories:
D1: YZW D1 can distribute B1’s products to retailers marked with a
D2: WXY D2 can distribute B1’s products to retailers marked with a
       WXYZ D3 can distribute B2’s products to all retailers [        &        ]
D3: WXYZ D3 can distribute B3’s products to all retailers [        &        ]
Z
Y
X
W
Brewer B2
Figure 1: Exclusive Territories and the Three Tier System
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Market 1
Distributor 1 Distributor 2 Distributor 3
C1 C2
C*
C3
Brewer who is excluding others in Market 2 and not excluding in Market 1
Other Brewers;                        C1< C2 < C*< C3
Market 2
: Figure 2: Equilibrium in networks in two markets
Figure 2
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Figure 3
Brewer sets prices paid 
by the distributor and 
the retailer
1 32
Retailer sets the price 
paid by consumers
Consumers make 
purchases; distributors 
and retailers supply 
the quantity demanded 
at given prices
Figure 3: Order of Moves in the Industry Model
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Exclusive Sales Territories: Miller Distributors
Territory Boundary
-each square is a page in the Rand McNally street map (3.5 x 4.5 
miles)
-shaded squares contain at least one DFF store
Exclusive Sales Territories: 
Anheuser-Busch 
Distributors
Exclusive Sales Territories: 
Heilman Distributors
Figure 4: Exclusive Sales Territories for Selected Brewers
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Evanston
Downtown Chicago
Indiana
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Figure 6: Distributors' Trucks by Brewer
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Figure 5: Distributors' Employees by Brewer
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Figure 2.6: Distributors’ Trucks by Brewer
Figure 2.5: Distributors’ Employees by Brewer
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics drawn from DFF Data
Number of Obs 138213
Number of Stores 71
Number of Beers 73
Number of Brewers / Importers 12
A. Prices [$ per 12oz]1 p c p r p c - p r
mean 0.6001 0.5033 0.0968
stdev 0.1777 0.1345 0.0906
min 0.1983 0.1533 2.4866
max 2.9683 1.1073 -0.3375
B. Other Characteristic Shares2 Serving Size3 ABV4 Calories5
mean 0.054 132.0 4.41 130.8
stdev 0.094 88.8 1.02 25.0
min 0.003 21.0 0.25 58.0
max 3.710 661.0 6.94 200.0
C. Promotional Activity
% of Obs with Promotional Activity Tagged 31.3%
% of Obs with pc  - pr  Negative 17.6%
% of Obs overlapping6 15.0%
Notes: 1 pc  referes to the price to consumers; pr refers to the price to retailers
2 expressed as a percentage, taking into account the share of the outside good
3 expressed in in oz
4 ABV is Alcohol By Volume
5 Calories per per 12 oz
6 This is the % of obs. that have a promotion tagged and pc - pr negative
:
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Table 1: Brewer - Distributor Matchings
Brewer Distributor Allocations (shaded entries are exclusive)
Anheuser Busch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Barton 10 15 18 21 22 23 24 25 26 31
Boston Beer 9
Becks 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Petes* 9 32
Sierra Nevada 32
Sapporo 9
Miller 21 23 24 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
Hielman 14 15 17 18 19 20 27 28 29 30
Pabst 12 13 26 27 29 37 40 41
Stroh 1 11 12 13 38 40 41 42
Stroh 2 10 11 12 13 16 40 42
Coors 11 14 15 17 18 19 20
* switches form 9 to 32 in May
Table 3: Logit and Random Coefficient (BLP) Demand Models
Specification: A B C D
Instruments: None Lagged and Lead Mean Prices Lagged and Lead Mean Prices Lagged and Lead Mean Prices
Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err.
Interacted with (1/Income)*2500
Constant - - - - 0.029 0.129 - -
Price (per 12oz) - - - - 0.293 0.283 - -
Interacted with draws from N(0,1)
Constant - - - - - - -0.177 3.134
Price (per 12oz) - - - - - - 0.063 3.093
Not interacted
Price (per 12oz) -4.648 0.106 -6.509 0.112 -6.590 1.341 -5.966 0.744
Promo 0.260 0.013 0.059 0.013 0.104 0.081 0.118 0.062
Serving Size1 (div by 10) -0.052 0.002 -0.071 0.002 -0.066 0.010 -0.064 0.009
Serving Size^2 (div by 10000) 0.097 0.005 0.119 0.005 0.011 0.001 0.011 0.001
Holiday2 0.364 0.006 0.360 0.006 0.364 0.009 0.361 0.016
Temperature (oC, div by 10) 0.084 0.002 0.083 0.002 0.085 0.003 0.085 0.008
Distributor-Brand Dummies + + + + + + + +
r^2 0.436 0.431 0.438 0.433
SSR 98527 99501 105800 99031
SER 0.846 0.850 0.877 0.848
N 138213 138213 138213 138213
Notes:  Note that in specifications B, C and D the r-squared statistics are merely indicative of goodness of fit due to the presence of instrumental variables
1 Serving size is always in oz. 
2 The Holiday variable is a dummy for weeks in the fortnight leading up to Superbowl Sunday, the 4th of July, Labor Day and Christmas
Table 4: Testing for Promotional Foreclosure
Specification: A B C
Instruments: Lagged and Lead Mean Prices Lagged and Lead Mean Prices Lagged and Lead Mean Prices
Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err.
Price (per 12oz) -6.323 0.115 -7.130 0.246 -6.730 0.193
Promo 0.064 0.014 -0.069 0.030 -0.061 0.023
Serving Size1 (div by 10) -0.067 0.002 -0.048 0.005 -0.046 0.004
Serving Size^2 (div by 1000) 0.011 0.001 0.009 0.001 0.009 0.001
Holiday 0.359 0.006 0.337 0.013 0.335 0.010
Temperature 0.008 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.007 0.000
Brand Dummies + + + + + +
"Foreclosed" Stores - Potentially Foreclosed 0.129 0.010 - - - -
"Foreclosed" Stores - AB 0.117 0.008 - - - -
All Exclusive Markets - - 0.255 0.012 0.300 0.011
r^2 0.377 0.399 0.388
SSR 108836 22678 35040
SER 0.888 0.840 0.841
N 138213 32174 49555
Table 5: Testing for Cost-Based Foreclosure
Dependant Variable: Price to Retail - Estimated Markup
Specification: 1 2 3 4
Estimation Proceedure OLS, as second step IV, as second step OLS, as second step IV, as second step
Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err. Coeff. Std. Err.
Constant (per unit/SKU) 0.1461 0.0096 0.1451 0.0096 0.0958 0.0078 0.0948 0.0078
Light 0.0183 0.0031 0.0189 0.0031 - - - -
Ice 0.0435 0.0058 0.0435 0.0058 - - - -
NA -0.4757 0.0785 -0.4764 0.0786 - - - -
Import 0.2757 0.0063 0.2757 0.0063 - - - -
ABV -0.1785 0.0410 -0.1793 0.0410 - - - -
ABV^2 0.0128 0.0045 0.0128 0.0045 - - - -
Calories -0.0086 0.0006 -0.0086 0.0006 - - - -
Calories^2 (div by 1000) 0.0425 0.0022 0.0425 0.0022 - - - -
A "Foreclosed" Stores - Potentially Foreclosed 0.0113 0.0029 0.0007 0.0030 0.0021 0.0020 -0.0094 0.0020
B "Foreclosed" Stores - AB 0.0273 0.0035 0.0133 0.0035 0.0090 0.0017 -0.0059 0.0018
Brand Dummies: - - Full Set Full Set
Brewer Dummies: Full Set Full Set - -
A - B -0.0160 0.0045 -0.0127 0.0046 -0.0070 0.0026 -0.0035 0.0027
r^2 0.7883 0.7878 0.9480 0.9475
SSR 43.49 43.59 10.68 10.78
SER 0.0662 0.0663 0.0329 0.0331
N 9935 9935 9935 9935
Notes: The instrument is the proportion of stores that a product is going to that are also served by an exclusive Miller distributor 
